A Person Is Known By The Company He Keeps

W.R. Case & Sons pocketknives are the most collected in the world. Placing your name or company logo on a Case® knife will transform a special gift into a cherished keepsake.

Case Knives Are Perfect For:
- Employee Appreciation
- Executive Gifts
- Retirement Gifts
- Holidays
- Safety Awards
- Anniversaries
- Weddings
- Company Promotions
- Special Dates & Occasions
- Customer Appreciation

Model 28700
Pattern 6207 SS
Smooth Chestnut Bone
Trapper
3-1/2" closed; 2.7 oz.

Model 28704
Pattern 61749L SS
Smooth Chestnut Bone
Mini CopperLock®
3-5/8" closed; 2.0 oz.

Model 28707
Pattern 6254 SS
Smooth Chestnut Bone
Trapper
4-1/8" closed; 4.0 oz.

Model 28700
Pattern 6207 SS
Smooth Chestnut Bone
Trapper
3-1/2" closed; 2.7 oz.

Model 28701
Pattern 6318 SS
Smooth Chestnut Bone
Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed; 2.5 oz.

Model 90419
Pattern 4318 SS
Smooth Blue Synthetic
Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed; 2.5 oz.

Model 90414
Pattern 4207 SS
Smooth Blue Synthetic
Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed; 2.7 oz.

This item may not be purchased without imprinting.

All Items On This Page Are Quick Ship

QuickShip

This item may not be purchased without imprinting.

Hand-Crafted in the U.S.A. Since 1889
We understand how important a fast turn-around time can be for your business. Watch for the Quick Ship symbol for products typically available for shipment within fifteen business days.

*Items On This Page May Not Be Purchased Without Imprinting.
QuickShip

All Items On This Page Are Quick Ship

PREMIUM QUALITY

Since 1889, genuine Case® knives have been reflecting the pride and quality of true American craftsmen.

Model 90621
Pattern 6207 SS
Smooth Old Red Bone
Mini Trapper
3-1/2” closed; 2.7 oz.

Model 90621
Pattern 6207 SS
Smooth Old Red Bone
Mini Trapper
3-1/2” closed; 2.7 oz.

Model 97739
Pattern 6318 SS
Smooth Old Red Bone
Medium Stockman
3-5/8” closed; 2.5 oz.

Model 91445
Pattern 6254 SS
Smooth Natural Bone
Trapper
4-1/8” closed; 4.0 oz.

Model 89854
Pattern 2207 SS
Smooth Black Synthetic
Mini Trapper
3-1/2” closed; 2.7 oz.

Model 00220
Pattern 22087 SS
Smooth Black Synthetic
Medium Jack
3-3/8” closed; 1.8 oz.
A Genuine Case® Knife
The Premium That’s Collectable

Case knives have been owned by and presented as gifts to U.S. Presidents, champion athletes, and astronauts. They are cherished possessions, passed down through the generations. A Case knife is more than just a knife. It is a storied piece of Americana that represents the values and principles that shaped our country.

Hand-Crafted in the U.S.A.
SINCE 1889

W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Company
Since 1889 genuine Case® knives have been reflecting the pride and quality of true American craftsmen.
The XX-Changer®
The XX-Changer® has four exchangeable blades to handle every outdoor need.

Clip Blade: for general outdoor use
Fillet/Utility Blade: for cleaning fish and game
Drop Point Blade: for skinning game
Saw Blade with Screwdriver Tip: for cutting wood or bone

Model 00174
Rosewood XX-Changer®
Includes Special Leather Sheath
5" closed; 12.0 oz.

Also Available In Gift Sets.

Model 00177
Pattern 2159L SS
Black Synthetic Lockback
With Hammerhead® On Blade
Includes Leather Sheath
5" closed; 9.5 oz.

Model 01177
Without Hammerhead® On Blade
*Use this item for blade imprint orders.

Also Available In Gift Sets.

Model 00169
Pattern P158L SS
Staminawood Mako® Lockback
Includes Leather Sheath
4¼" closed; 7.5 oz.

Model 01169
Without Mako® On Blade
*Use this item for blade imprint orders.

Also Available In Gift Sets.

MAKE A LASTING IMPRESSION
Model 00004
Pattern M1059L SS
Brushed Stainless Steel
Executive Lockback
3-1/8" closed; 1.0 oz.

Model 00041
Pattern M1225L SS
Brushed Stainless Steel
Executive Lockback
3" closed; 1.4 oz.

Model 07200
Pattern M1300L SS
Brushed Stainless Steel
Executive Lockback
3-1/4" closed; 2.3 oz.

Model 07205
Pattern M1310L SS
Brushed Stainless Steel
Lockback
2-1/2" closed; 1.4 oz.

Hand-Crafting
AMERICANA
Since 1889

MAKE A LASTING
IMPRESSION

CAN'T FIND WHAT YOU
ARE LOOKING FOR?
PLEASE SEE THE CURRENT CASE®
STANDARD PRODUCT GUIDE.
PERSONALIZE & CUSTOMIZE

A personalized Case® knife is as special as the person who receives it.

Model 00147
Pattern LT1405L SS
Black Zytel®
Caliber® Lockback
3-3/4" closed; 1.2 oz.

Model 00118
Pattern LT1405L SS
Camo Zytel®
Caliber® Lockback
3-3/4" closed; 1.2 oz.

Model 00156
Pattern LT1225L SS
Black Zytel®
Caliber® Small Lockback
3" closed; 0.8 oz.

Model 00253
Pattern LT1059L SS
Black Zytel®
Mini Blackhorn® Lockback
3-1/8" closed; 1.0 oz.

Model 00662
Pattern LT1225L SS
Camo Zytel®
Caliber® Small Lockback
3" closed; 0.8 oz.
Model 00092
Pattern 2138 SS
Black Synthetic
Sod Buster®
4-5/8” closed; 3.4 oz.

Model 00095
Pattern 2137 SS
Black Synthetic
Sod Buster, Jr.®
3-5/8” closed; 2.1 oz.

Model 00133
Pattern 61749L SS
Amber Bone
Mini CopperLock®
3-5/8” closed; 2.0 oz.

Model 00042
Pattern 6318 SS
Amber Bone
Medium Stockman
3-5/8” closed; 2.5 oz.

Model 00646
Pattern 6254 SS
Dark Red Bone
Trapper
4-1/8” closed; 4.0 oz.

Model 00164
Pattern 6254 SS
Amber Bone
Trapper
4-1/8” closed; 4.0 oz.

This item may not be purchased without imprinteding.

CAN’T FIND WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR?

PLEASE SEE THE CURRENT CASE® STANDARD PRODUCT GUIDE.
Model 02800
Pattern 6254 SS
Blue Bone Trapper
4-1/8" closed; 4.0 oz.

Model 02802
Pattern 6220 SS
Blue Bone Peanut
2-7/8" closed; 1.2 oz.

Model 02804
Pattern 610096 SS
Blue Bone Small Texas Toothpick
3" closed; 1.0 oz.

Model 00784
Pattern 6318 SS
Pocket Worn® Old Red Bone Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed; 2.5 oz.

Model 00786
Pattern 6207 SS
Pocket Worn® Old Red Bone Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed; 2.7 oz.

SINCE 1889
Since 1889, genuine Case® knives have been reflecting the pride and quality of true American craftsmen.

PREMIUM QUALITY

HAND-CRAFTED IN THE U.S.A.
SINCE 1889
Model 00356
Pattern KODIAK SS
Stag
Kodiak Hunter
6” blade; 11.0 oz.
Includes Leather Sheath
Standard Kodiak Etch

Model 01052
Kodiak Hunter
Without Standard Kodiak Etch
Includes Leather Sheath
*Use this item for blade imprint orders.

Model 50155
Magnetic Kodiak Dome
Cherry Base with Plexiglas® Dome
Brass Plate for Engraving Included
(Knife Not Included)

Model 00398
Pattern Ridgeback®
Rosewood
Ridgeback® Hunter
Includes Leather Sheath
8-1/2” overall; 4.3 oz.

CAN’T FIND WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR?
PLEASE SEE THE CURRENT CASE® STANDARD PRODUCT GUIDE.
Model 02000
Pattern BOWIE SS
White Synthetic Bowie
Includes Leather Sheath
9-1/2" overall; 20.0 oz.

Model 50055
Magnetic Bowie Display
Cherry Base with Plexiglas® Dome
Brass Plate For Engraving Included
(Knife Not Included)

Model 00286
Pattern BOWIE SS
Black Synthetic Bowie
Includes Leather Sheath
9-1/2" overall; 20.0 oz.

Model 00317
Presentation Plaque
Wall Mount Walnut Bowie/Kodiak Plaque
Brass Plate For Engraving Included
(Knife Not Included)
Pick a Trapper Gift Set
Model 70224
Pick Any Trapper To Complete This Gift Set
Arkansas Sharpening Stone And Leather Sheath

Model 00182
Hammerhead® Gift Set
Black Synthetic
Lockback (2159L SS)
Arkansas Pocket Stone
And 3 oz. Honing Oil.

Model 01182
Gift Set With Blank Blade.

Model 00224
Trapper Gift Set
Smooth Yellow Synthetic
Trapper (3254 CV)
Arkansas Pocket Stone
And Leather Sheath

The Blades On This Trapper Are Chrome Vanadium Steel

Each Case® Collector’s Gift Tin is a 9”x 8-1/2”x 1-5/8” handsome metal case with a genuine Case® knife and accessories displayed inside.
Model 06019
Hunter Trapper Gift Set
Amber Bone
Hunter Trapper (6354GS SS)
Arkansas Pocket Stone And Leather Sheath

Model 00208
Mako® Gift Set
Black Staminawood
Lockback (P158L SS)
Leather Sheath And Belt Buckle
Gift Set Also Available With Blank Blade.

Model 00404
Mako® Gift Set
Black Staminawood
Lockback (P158L SS)
Arkansas Pocket Stone, Leather Sheath And 3 oz. Honing oil.
Gift Set Also Available With Blank Blade.
CUSTOM
SOLUTIONS

Model 90000
Gift Tin
5” x 3-3/4” x 1-3/4”

Model 00345
Small Gift Tin with Suede Leather Pouch
5” x 2” x 1-1/4” (Knife Not Included)

Custom imprinted gift tins will add the perfect finishing touch to your gift.

Ensure your good name stays out in the public eye with a custom laser engraved leather sheath.

 MODEL 801211
Large Smooth Sheath
5-3/4” overall; 1.7 oz.

Model 801210
Medium Smooth Sheath
5” overall; 1.2 oz.

Model 94461
Velvet Gift Box
4-1/2” x 2-1/4”
(Non-Discountable Item)

CUSTOM
SOLUTIONS

Enhance your Wooden Gift Box with a custom laser engraved lid. Artwork shown is for illustration purposes only.

MODEL 99817
Small Wooden Box
Holds Most Standard Patterns Folded
(Knife Not Included)
(Non-Discountable Item)

MODEL 99815
Large Wooden Trapper Box
Holds Any ’54 Pattern Trapper
(Knife Not Included)
(Non-Discountable Item)

MODEL 99816
Large Wooden Stockman Box
Holds Any ’18 Pattern Medium Stockman
(Knife Not Included)
(Non-Discountable Item)

(Non-Discountable Item)

Hand-Crafted in the U.S.A. Since 1889
WHAT MAKES A CASE® KNIFE DIFFERENT FROM ANY OTHER?

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
SINCE 1889, EVERY CASE KNIFE IS MADE WITH PRIDE IN THE U.S.A.

HAND-CRAFTED
EVERY KNIFE IS HAND-CRAFTED BY THE MOST SKILLED ARTISANS AND CUTLERS IN THE BUSINESS.

EXPERIENCE
WITH OVER A CENTURY OF EXPERIENCE, WE KNOW HOW TO MAKE A PREMIUM POCKET KNIFE.

HIGH QUALITY HANDLES
CASE USES THE FINEST NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC HANDLE MATERIALS AVAILABLE.

160 STEPS
EACH KNIFE REQUIRE OVER 160 MANUFACTURING PROCESSES TO COMPLETE.

TESTED XX
THE “TESTED XX” IS A SYMBOL OF THE CASE COMMITMENT TO QUALITY WHICH CAN BE TRACED BACK TO THE EARLY YEARS OF CASE WHEN BLADES WERE TEMPERED AND TESTED, NOT ONCE (X), BUT TWICE (XX).

PREMIUM KNIVES
CASE IS DEDICATED TO MAKING THE EVERYDAY TOOL INTO A VALUABLE TREASURE FOR DISCERNING PEOPLE WHO WANT MORE THAN JUST A KNIFE.

COLLECTABLE
THE MORE THAN 19,000 MEMBERS OF THE CASE COLLECTORS CLUB CAN ATTEST TO THE FACT THAT CASE KNIVES ARE THE MOST COLLECTED KNIVES IN THE WORLD.

TRADITION
CASE KNIVES ARE CHERISHED POSSESSIONS PASSED DOWN THROUGH GENERATIONS AND HAND-CRAFTED TO STAND THE TEST OF TIME.
Factory Imprinting Techniques
(Set-up charges may apply. See Imprinting Policies on page 18.)

**Electro-Etch**
Item #297
Electronic transfer onto a metal surface. This is a surface imprint on blades or metal handles. The Electro-Etch is semi-permanent.

**Laser Engraving**
Item #294
Imprint available on smooth leather sheaths and smooth bone, synthetic and wood. Sample shown is Laser Engraved with Colorfill.

**Personalization & Serialization**
Item #288
This is an engraving of letters and/or numbers. The engraving is either onto the bolster or the main blade. Engraving is permanent.

**Color Fill**
Item #289
One color added to laser engraving. This process is only available on smooth bone, smooth synthetic, and wood. Color fill options (may vary by handle type): gold, white, silver, black, red, yellow, blue, and green.

**Tech Print**
Item # 267 One Color
Item # 268 Two Color
Photo emulsion of paint onto blades, metal handles and tin lids only. Up to two (2) colors per surface. The Tech Print is semi-permanent.

**Tech Print Color Choices**
- WHITE
- MEDIUM YELLOW
- CARMINE RED
- BRIGHT RED
- BLACK
- LIGHT BLUE
- ULTRA BLUE
- LIGHT GREEN
- FIR GREEN
- LIGHT BROWN
- DARK BROWN
- LIGHT GOLD

**Engraving On Metal Surfaces**
Item #298
Computerized engraving gives a rich jewelry-engraving look. Engraving is permanent.

**Tech Print/Electro-Etch Fonts**
- Times - Times
- Helv - Helvetica
- LG - Lubalin Graphic
- CP - Commercial Script
- IM - Impact
- CG - Century Gothic
- CB - Clarendon Bold
Imprinting Policies

Customer Awareness Statement
The blades that go into every Case® knife are honed to an extremely sharp edge. We ask that you be very cautious when opening, using, or sharpening this product. Case knives are intended to be used as a working tool, they are not weapons and should not be used as such. If an injury occurs during use (or misuse) of a Case knife, this is a risk that our customers assume and Case can in no way be held accountable. Our customers expect Case to deliver high-quality, razor-sharp knives; in turn, we ask each customer to use our product safely and wisely.

Logo Set-Up Charge
There will be an initial fee for artwork/logo set-up. If artwork creation and/or modifications are requested, the set-up cost must be quoted on an individual basis. Set-up fee may vary with artwork.
Artwork will remain on file at Case Cutlery for a three-year time period. There is no set-up charge for straight-line type.

Artwork Guidelines
Artwork should be submitted in one of the following formats:

- **Digital Vector File:**
  Created in a program such as Adobe Illustrator or Corel Draw and saved as an EPS, AI, or CDR file.

- **Digital Raster or Bitmap File:**
  300 DPI or greater and saved as a JPEG or TIFF file.

Photography Disclaimer
The artwork, designs, and trademarks imprinted on products displayed in this catalog are reproduced only as examples of the types and quality of decorated products available. They are not intended to represent that the products are either endorsed by or produced for the owners of the artwork, design, or trademark.

Artwork Disclaimer
W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Company has sole discretion to accept or reject artwork or images to be placed on any product offered. We also reserve the right to reject artwork based on copyright infringement, unless written permission from the copyright owner accompanies the order/artwork. Anyone submitting artwork agrees to indemnify W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Co. for any alleged copyright infringement.

Case Repair Statement
As stated in our warranty, Case will attempt to repair any knife that may have a defect in materials or workmanship. If repairs cannot be made in such cases, we will offer you a new knife. However, if the knife holds sentimental value or is a collectors item and cannot be repaired, Case is not responsible for offering a replacement or repayment that is equal in value. Case will furnish a currently manufactured item that most closely matches the item sent for repair.

Minimum Order Requirements for Imprinting
Twenty-five (25) units per item

Sample Policy
Pre-production samples for approval are available upon request and will be considered part of the order. There will be an additional art charge for any change in artwork after a pre-production sample is produced.

Cancellation Charges
Orders cancelled during production will be charged for work completed at the time of cancellation.
(Including artwork/setup fees)

Returns
All merchandise is sold on a final sales basis. If products are being considered on programs requiring a return privilege, a specific written agreement must be obtained from Case Cutlery. No returns possible on imprinted items.

Production Time
Ask for estimate lead-time when placing order. All orders are accepted subject to availability of materials and component parts. W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Co. accepts no liability for inability to ship any orders due to material or part shortages. Please check for availability before placing orders.

Sales Tax
State and local sales tax will be charged on each order based upon the tax rates or the shipping address. No sales tax will be charged if sales tax exemption certificate is supplied.
Anatomy of a Case® Knife

The Case Limited Lifetime Warranty

We warrant each and every Case knife to be free of defects in material and workmanship for the life of the owner, and we will repair or replace with a new Case knife, at our option, any Case knife which is defective. That's how strongly we feel about the quality of our cutlery. If you believe your Case knife has a manufacturing defect, mail your knife, along with a written explanation of the problem to:

Repair Center, W. R. Case & Sons Cutlery Co., 50 Owens Way, Bradford, PA 16701

Case does not warrant its products against normal wear or misuse. Case knives are not intended to be used as hammers, chisels, pry bars or screwdrivers. If your knife was damaged due to misuse, our repair department can analyze the damage and repair it for a reasonable fee. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may have other rights which vary from state to state.